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MHF4UMHF4U Ch.7 Chapter TaskCh.7 Chapter Task
Criteria Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

K
5

Table of values Numerous errors in table of 
values

Some errors in table of values Table of values is correct Table of values is correct and 
well-organized

K
5

Scale Numerous errors in layout of scale Some errors in layout of scale Scales is laid out correctly Scale is laid out correctly and 
neatly

I
5

Planning Needs extensive assistance to 
begin organizing a plan and needs 
clearly laid out steps to follow

Needs some assistance to begin 
organizing a plan and needs some 
steps to follow

Needs minimal assistance to 
organize and implement and 
effective strategy

Needs no assistance to organize 
and implement an effective 
strategy

C
5

Thoroughness and 
organization of report

Report has little detail or is quite 
disorganized

Report does not go into great 
detail and is somewhat organized

Report is fairly thorough and well 
organized

Report is very thorough, well 
organized, and easy to read

A
5

Use of slide rule Uses slide rule correctly, but is 
unable to identify operation, 
much less explain why it works

Uses slide rule correctly, identities 
operation, but is unable to 
explain why it works

Uses slide rule correctly, identifies 
operation, is able to explain why 
it works

Uses slide rule, identifies 
operation, explains clearly why it 
works

A
5

Examples of multiplication 
and division

Provides few simplistic examples, 
with sketchy explanation

Provides several simple examples 
with partial explanation

Provides several simple, well-
explained examples

Provides complex, well-explained 
examples

A
5

Square/cube root Researches inadequately, provides 
no explanation

Researches method of finding 
roots, provides little explanation

Researches method of finding 
roots, explains adequately

Thoroughly researches method of 
finding roots, provides complete 
explanation


